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io-consultants provides integrated consulting, design and implementation services for the supply and value chain industry, with
expertise in SAP, logistics, and production planning. Since our launch in 1958, we, as a lead consultant, have been helping our
clients with a wide range of tasks; from developing ideas into actionable strategies, to implementing complex industry projects.
At io-consultants, our experienced specialists work in interdisciplinary teams. Together we create solutions and processes
customized to the specific requirements of each client. We call it: United to perform! The results are reliable, productive, and efficient
solutions that lead to measurable lasting successes.
With more than 350 employees, io-consultants is one of the leading technical consulting and planning companies in the industry. We
deliver these services from eight different locations across the world. From our headquarters in Heidelberg (Germany), to Munich,
Leonberg, Berlin, Singapore, Dubai, Hong Kong, and Bethlehem (PA, USA), io-consultants is a constant presence in the lead
consulting industry around the world.

SAP Analyst
We are looking for an addition to our SAP team in our
Bethlehem, PA office. The SAP Analyst will help support
our growing customer base in North America. As an SAP
Analyst, you will have the opportunity to work with a
variety of team members to deliver solutions that will
increase the effectiveness and efficiency of our
customers’ operations, and help them grow their
business.
Functions and Responsibilities
Be part of challenging projects in process and IT
consulting
Develop innovative IT concepts and implement
sophisticated digital solutions in the field of Supply
Chain Management
Blueprint detailed requirements for development
requirements
Deploy process, quality, and cost-optimized IT
solutions in the supply chain industry
Create and develop long term relationships with
clients
Assist in business development opportunities

Requirements
MS or BS in Computer Science, Industrial Engineering,
Information Systems, or Business
Some work experience in consulting or in the logistics industry
SAP certifications are a big plus
Strong interest in IT consulting
Analytical and structured working attitude
Willingness to be based in Pennsylvania and travel up to 100%
Fluency in English (multi-lingual preferred)
Must have reliable mode of transportation and a clean driving
record
Visa sponsorships are not available for this position

Opportunities
At io-consultants we are offering you a challenging and exciting
position within our team working to provide customized business
solutions to our clients. With us, you will find a comfortable work
environment with a bright, modern open floorplan office. We offer a
competitive salary package combined with company benefits and an
individual training program.
If you would like to join our team, please submit your resume and a
cover letter describing why you are the right fit for this position, and
our team.
Please send your online application to Krystyna Pfeifer
using job reference number # 01215

